RE THE SENATOR DT — MEA MAXIMA CULPA

By George White

In a previous issue of this rag I drew a sketch for installing a pop-up stab DT on a KK Senator. I had called Jim Mosely, who is running the postal contest on that model and either didn’t make myself clear or else caught him in a confused moment — he said he didn’t see any problem with that configuration. At any rate, when he saw the actual drawing, he reminded me that such a scheme would alter the aerodynamic configuration of the original plan, and therefore was not a legal alteration under Nostalgia rules. The more I think about it, that’s something I should have known before hand and I feel bad about it. He said that those who have done the alteration could participate in the Postal, but the only other event that configuration would qualify for would be the Mulvihill. I’m guilty as charged.